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Obtaining stakeholder input
Identifying sustainability concepts (a working definition of sustainability)
Identifying goals related to the concepts
Developing policies related to the concepts and goals

Local government staff (34%)
Non-profits (26%)
Local elected officials (17%)
State government officials (9%)
Private sector (7%)
Other (6%)

At its 2009 annual retreat, the DRCOG Board expressed the desire to incorporate
sustainability into the next major update of Metro Vision 2035, scheduled for adoption in
January 2011. This necessarily also included the update of the Regional Transportation Plan
and the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) policy.

This document describes the subsequent activities DRCOG has undertaken as part of the
Metro Vision update, including key actions and recommendations of the DRCOG Board and
Metro Vision Issues Committee. The update has focused on four main activities:

To obtain stakeholder input on the issue of regional sustainability, DRCOG hosted two
workshops or “Sustainability Cafés” on July 29 and Aug. 10, 2009. More than 100 people
attended one or both Cafés, representing a wide range of interests. Attendees included:

The first Café focused on the questions “What would a sustainable Denver region look like?”
and “What principles should guide DRCOG funding and policy decisions to promote a more
sustainable region?” The second Café focused on the questions “How do we know if we are
achieving regional sustainability?” and “What indicators should DRCOG use to measure
progress toward a more sustainable region?”

Based on the input received at the first Café, DRCOG staff developed a list of 30 sustainability
concepts and created an online survey to obtain stakeholder input on the relative importance
of these concepts. .The survey results follow on page 2
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Provide a variety of transportation options, including transit, sidewalks, bike paths and roads

Promote efficient use of energy, water and other natural resources

Integrate land use and transportation planning

Reduce fossil fuel consumption and increase renewable energy utilization

Seek integrated solutions that create multiple economic, environmental and social benefits

Promote a shift from driving to alternative transportation modes

Protect air and water quality

Limit growth of the urbanized area through increased density, infill and redevelopment

Promote regional collaboration among governments, non-profits and the private sector

Create financial incentives for sustainable practices

Focus on long-term costs and benefits for current and future generations

Reduce greenhouse gas emissions

Promote economic development that provides good jobs and protects the environment

Promote vibrant urban centers

Create a regional plan with goals that every community can adapt and make their own

Create “15-minute neighborhoods” where all daily activities are within a short walk

Educate elected officials, local government staff, and citizens on sustainability issues

Reduce the amount that each household drives (VMT)

Create a more self-sufficient region

Share tax revenues to create fiscal stability and reduce competition between jurisdictions

Create inclusive communities that accommodate all incomes, ages and ethnic groups

Promote “green,” energy-efficient buildings

Promote local agriculture

Promote public health

Focus on outcomes using performance measures

Provide a variety of housing options including affordable housing

Reduce waste and increase recycling

Create close-knit communities with a strong sense of place

Provide access to open space

Attract and develop an appropriately educated workforce



Sustainability concepts

Sustainability goals

During September and October 2009, the DRCOG Board reviewed stakeholder input from the
Sustainability Cafes and refined the list of 30 sustainability concepts down to a list of 17 it would
consider further as part of its ongoing conversation regarding regional sustainability. The 17
sustainability concepts fall into the following two categories. These concepts have served as the
Board's working definition of sustainability and have guided subsequent Metro Vision update
activities.

In November 2009, the DRCOG Board identified six draft sustainability goals related to the
sustainability concepts and directed staff to evaluate whether the goals were within the realm of
the possible. In February 2010, DRCOG staff presented the Board with the results of a simple
scenario analysis, which suggested that while the draft sustainability goals are aggressive, they
are not so aggressive as to be impossible to obtain, should the region wish to pursue them.
Current policies and planning assumptions show the region would move toward the goals over the
next 25 years. . The
analysis further demonstrated the relationships among the goals, and showed progress on some
of the goals would contribute to progress on other goals,

Based on the findings, the Board approved moving forward with the following draft goal
statements:

Increase the rate of construction of alternative transportation facilities
Reduce the percent of trips to work by single-occupant vehicle to 65 percent by 2035
Locate 50 percent of new housing and 75 percent of new employment within urban centers
Eliminate the state's forecasted gap between supply and demand by reducing per capita
municipal and industrial water use 13.5 percent by 2030 (equivalent 2035 metric to be
determined, based on input from the State)

See the scenario descriptions and model outcomes, which follow on page 4

as shown in the goal relationships on
page 5.
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Concepts that DRCOG's current plans and programs specifically address:

Additional concepts within DRCOG's purview, but not overtly addressed in existing plans
and programs:

Provide a variety of transportation options such as transit, sidewalks, bicycle
paths and roads
Integrate land use and transportation planning
Promote use of alternative transportation modes
Protect air and water quality
Promote vibrant urban centers
Provide accessible open space
Limit the expansion of the urbanized area through increased region-wide density,
infill and redevelopment
Promote regional collaboration
Develop a regional plan with goals every community can make its own
Educate elected officials, local government staff and citizens on sustainability issues
Seek integrated solutions that create multiple economic, environmental and
social benefits

Promote efficient use of natural resources
Reduce fossil fuel consumption
Reduce greenhouse gas emissions (GHG)
Focus on outcomes using performance measures
Focus on long-term costs and benefits
Reduce regional per capita VMT
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Reduce regional per capita VMT 10 percent by 2035
Reduce per capita greenhouse gas emissions from the transportation sector 60 percent by
2035 - consistent with Colorado Climate Action Plan goal of reducing total emissions
20 percent below 2005 levels by 2020

A. – this scenario includes the currently adopted fiscally
constrained transportation network and the current Metro Vision land use assumptions. In
this scenario, urban centers capture 21 percent of household growth and 50 percent of
employment growth between 2005 and 2035.

B. – this scenario includes the same transportation network
as scenario A and assumes that the urban center goal is met, so that urban centers are
allocated 50 percent of housing growth and 75 percent of employment growth between
2005 and 2035. In some cases, this meant urban centers received more growth than
local government plans currently anticipate.

C. t – this scenario evaluates the impact on GHG emissions that would
result if the region achieved the proposed VMT target (10 percent reduction by 2035).

Metro Vision/RTP base case

More growth in urban centers

Achieve VMT targe

Note that in all scenarios DRCOG's model uses transportation analysis zone (TAZ) boundaries as a proxy
for urban center boundaries. In many cases, the TAZs cover a larger area than the official urban center.

Scenario descriptions

Model outcomes for 2035

A. Base case B. More growth in
urban centers

C. Achieve VMT
target

Draft goal

Water use, change in

percapita municipal

and industrial water use

from 2005 levels

2.2%
decrease

4.4%
decrease

N/A Reduce 13.5%
by 2030

Mode share, percent of

trips to work by single-

occupant vehicles

80.2% 79.2% N/A Achieve or
65% by 2035

VMT, change in regional

percapita VMT from

2005 levels

3.8%
increase

1.2%
decrease

10%
decrease

Reduce 10% by
2035

Transportation GHG

emissions, change in

annual per capita

emissions from 2005

levels

14% to 41%
decrease

17% to 44%
decrease

26% to 50%
decrease

Reduce
60% by 2035

1 Note that the goal value is based on U.S. Census data, which calculates mode share differently than the DRCOG model,

and therefore is not directly comparable to the scenario outcomes.

2
Ranges reflect varying assumptions regarding future vehicle fuel efficiency levels.
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Figure 1. Goal relationships

Sustainability policies
During the spring and summer of 2010, various DRCOG committees reviewed existing policies
and made recommendations for incorporating the sustainability concepts and goals into the
following plan elements.

Urban Centers policy (refinement of existing Metro Vision element)
Community Design policy (expansion of existing Senior-Friendly Development section)
Water Conservation policy (new element within the Metro Vision environmental section)
Transportation policy (refinement of the existing Metro Vision transportation section and
the Regional Transportation Plan)
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) preparation policy

The policy recommendations build on many existing policies that support sustainability. The
DRCOG Board adopted the final TIP policy in July 2010, and is scheduled to act on the revised
Metro Vision Plan and Regional Transportation Plan in January 2011.

The Denver metro region will become an international model for healthy, livable
communities by developing vibrant urban centers connected by a robust multimodal network
throughout the metro area. While each urban center will be unique, all urban centers will:

be active, pedestrian-, bicycle-, and transit-friendly places that are more dense and
mixed in use than surrounding areas;
allow people of all ages, incomes and abilities to access a range of housing,
employment, and service opportunities without sole reliance on having to drive;
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Vision:

Revised Urban Centers policy (refinement of existing Metro Vision element,
recommended by the Metro Vision Issues Committee, May 5, 2010)
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promote regional sustainability by reducing per capita vehicle miles traveled, air
pollution, greenhouse gas emissions and water consumption; and
respect and support existing neighborhoods.

Urban centers will accommodate 50 percent of new housing and 75 percent of new
employment between 2005 and 2035.

1. DRCOG will take a proactive role in identifying
opportunities, providing resources and directing investment toward programs and
infrastructure improvements that help local governments and the private sector develop
successful urban centers.

2. The region will advocate for changes to tax
structure to minimize detrimental competition among local governments for revenues
and support collaborative progress toward the urban center vision.

3. Metro Vision encourages the development of urban centers at infill and
redevelopment sites within the UGB/A throughout the metro area, while recognizing the
unique significance of the Denver central business district. Metro Vision prioritizes urban
centers around existing or proposed light rail stations or with high-frequency bus
service.

4. Urban centers will have high levels of internal connectivity
and will be well-connected to the region at large.

5. Urban centers will support housing suitable for a wide range of
incomes and the full spectrum of life stages and physical abilities, providing better links
to jobs, services and other opportunities, and reducing the combined cost of housing
and transportation.

6. . Modes such as walking, bicycling and transit will be equally
competitive with driving within urban centers.

7. Innovative planning, zoning and urban design strategies will promote higher-
density, mixed-use development, pedestrian activity and accessible public space within
urban centers. Parking management strategies, such as parking maximums and pricing
strategies where appropriate, will minimize the potential negative effects of parking on
urban center development and multimodal access.

Communities will accommodate the transportation, housing, social, economic,
environmental, health, recreational and service needs of a growing and aging population
through sustainable development patterns and community design. The successful integration
of multimodal transportation and land use will create healthy communities that provide for
people of all ages, incomes and abilities. Communities will pay particular attention to the
needs of seniors, which represent the fastest-growing segment of the population.

Goal:

Policies:
Regional advocacy and investment.

Minimization of harmful competition.

Location.

Multimodal connectivity.

Housing options.

Transportation options

Design:

Vision:

New Community Design policy (expansion of the existing Senior-Friendly Development
element, recommended by the Metro Vision Issues Committee, July 7, 2010)
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Goal:

Policies:
Education and support

Housing options, location and affordability

Density.

Distance-to-transit.

Diversity.

Development patterns.

Promote development patterns and community design features that meet the needs of
people of all ages, incomes, and abilities while supporting a variety of Metro Vision goals
including:

Locate 50 percent of new housing and 75 percent of new employment within urban
centers
Reduce the percent of trips to work by single-occupant vehicle to 65 percent by 2035
Reduce regional per capita vehicle miles traveled (VMT) 10 percent by 2035
Reduce per capita greenhouse gas emissions from the transportation sector 60 percent
by 2035
Reduce regional per capita municipal and industrial water use

1. . DRCOG will provide education and support for local efforts to
implement community design policies to help integrate land use and transportation, and
meet the needs of people of all ages, incomes and abilities.

2.

3. . Allow and encourage a diversity of
housing types and a mix of housing densities that accommodate residents throughout
the various stages of their lives, . Locate
housing so as to maximize access to employment, services, shopping, volunteer and
educational opportunities, entertainment and cultural venues. Increase access to and
availability of affordable rental and for-sale units that meet our region's present and
future housing demands.

4. Promote development densities that make walking, bicycling or taking transit
viable options, thereby reducing reliance on the automobile and enhancing the
independence of people who prefer not to drive or are unable to because of age,
income or ability.

5.
higher-density development, including

, within a half-mile walking distance of
transit.

6. Promote mixed-use development that locates compatible uses close
together, such as near social service providers, medical offices
and shopping opportunities.

7. Promote human-scaled
development patterns that are easy to navigate, enhance multimodal connectivity

. Create pedestrian- and
bicycle-friendly environments by providing sidewalks, narrowed street crossings
(distance across street), manageable curb cuts, adequate crosswalk signal timing,
medians as midway stopping points, traffic calming measures, bicycle and pedestrian
access to transit facilities, and improved bike paths and trail systems. Establish “level-
of-service” standards for pedestrian and bicycle facilities.
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Universal design. Create built environments that enable the widest spectrum of
people, regardless of age, income or ability, to more easily participate in community life.
Design civic buildings and spaces that are accessible to all people, ensure safety and
comfort, support wayfinding, facilitate social interaction and can be easily adapted to
meet changing needs. Increase the supply of housing that allows older adults and
persons with disabilities to easily live in and visit homes.

including Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs)

Allow for transit use and increase the mobility of transit-dependent
populations by promoting housing that is suitable
for people of all ages, incomes and abilities

housing for older adults

(as opposed to auto-oriented)
and

maximize the ability of all people to access opportunities
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New Water Conservation policy

Revised Transportation policy

(new element within the Metro Vision environmental
section, recommended by the Metro Vision Issues Committee, July 7, 2010)

(refinement of the existing Metro Vision transportation
section and the Regional Transportation Plan, recommended by the Metro Vision Issues
Committee, Aug. 4 and Sept. 1, 2010)

Vision:

Goal:

Policies:
Regional collaboration.

Best practices.

Efficient land development.

Vision:

Goal:

Policies
System preservation.

Transit.

Our region will maximize the wise use of limited water resources through efficient land
development and other strategies,

.

1. DRCOG will bring together local governments, water providers
and other stakeholders to facilitate collaborative efforts to promote water conservation.

2. DRCOG will work to increase understanding of the link between land
development and water demand, and to identify best practices for promoting the efficient
use of water resources across the region.

3. Compact development, infill and redevelopment consistent
with DRCOG's urban growth boundary/area and urban centers policies will help reduce
water demand and related infrastructure costs.

A balanced sustainable multimodal transportation system will include rapid transit, a
regional bus system, a regional roadway system, local streets, bicycle and pedestrian facilities,
and associated system and travel demand management services. The integrated components
of this system will provide reliable mobility choices to all of its users: residents and visitors of
all ages, incomes and physical abilities, as well as businesses that provide services and
produce or sell goods. Users will find the transportation system easy to access, safe and
secure, and it will permit efficient state and nationwide connections for people and freight.

Provide safe, environmentally sensitive, efficient, and sustainable mobility choices for
people and goods; and integrate with and support the social, economic and physical land use
development of the region and state while supporting the following Metro Vision goals:

Urban Centers will accommodate 50 percent of new housing and 75 percent of new
employment between 2005 and 2035;
Increase the rate of construction of alternative transportation facilities;
Reduce the percent of trips to work by single-occupant vehicle to 65 percent by 2035
(per U.S. Census);
Reduce the regional per capita VMT by 10 percent by 2035; and
Reduce the annual per capita greenhouse gas emissions from the transportation sector
by 60 percent by 2035.

1. Assure existing and future transportation facilities are
maintained and preserved.

2. Provide increased transit service and facilities that can accommodate an
increasing share of daily travel, encourage transit-oriented developments, and provide
mobility options.

�

�

�

�

�

recognizing that no single strategy will meet the state's
water needs and the region will need to pursue a range of strategies concurrently

Reduce regional per capita municipal and industrial water use by working with
municipalities, counties, water providers and other stakeholders within the next 6 to 12 months
to identify a specific numeric target or measurable benchmark against which to measure
progress.
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3. Provide a sustainable roadway system that enables safe and efficient
travel by automobiles, trucks, buses and bicycles.

4. . Make the best use of existing and future transportation
facilities by implementing measures that actively manage and integrate systems to
optimize system performance and safety, provide accurate real-time information,
reduce the demand for single-occupant vehicle travel, and reduce per capita vehicle
miles traveled.

5. Reserve adequate rights-of-way in newly developing and
redeveloping areas for pedestrian, bicycle, transit and roadway facilities.

6. Improve and maintain efficient transportation
access by all modes to downtown Denver.

7. Develop and maintain a safe transportation system for all of its users.

8. Develop and maintain a transportation system that provides increased
security for all of its users.

9. Provide robust bicycle and pedestrian accessibility
throughout the region.

10. Provide efficient interconnections of the transportation system within
modes, among different modes, and between the metropolitan area and the rest of the
state and nation.

11. Design new
developments within communities to allow the efficient movement of pedestrians,
bicyclists, buses and motor vehicles within, to and through the area.

12. Implement transportation system components that support
Metro Vision's urban growth boundary/area, urban centers, open space and associated
concepts.

13. Provide a transportation system that
considers the needs of and impacts on minority, low-income, elderly, and disabled
persons.

14. Develop and maintain a sustainable transportation system that
protects and enhances air quality, energy efficiency and the overall environment.

Encourage and support pricing structures that keep transit service affordable.
Expand the capacity of existing regional roadways in the most critically congested corridors
and at key traffic bottlenecks, after considering demand management strategies and
operational efficiencies.
Develop opportunities for implementing congestion pricing and other tolling techniques on
existing freeways, and implement a tolling component (price-management) on new freeway
lane-addition projects, where feasible, with all impacted communities included in the tolling
decision and surplus revenue directed to multimodal investment or system preservation.
Support legislation that would implement VMT-based fees, pay-as-you-drive insurance,
and other pricing strategies that more directly and immediately reflect the cost of vehicle
travel to the user.

Roadways.

Management and operations

Rights-of-way preservation.

Denver central business district.

Safety.

Security.

Bicycle and pedestrian.

Interconnections.

Transportation-efficient housing and business developments.

Land use integration.

Transportation for the disadvantaged.

Environmental quality.
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Key new or revised Transportation Action Strategies:
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Implement stand-alone and project-related Travel Demand Management (TDM) strategies,
including selective incentives and targeted promotions, that will reduce the demand for
single-occupant motor vehicle trips by informing the region's residents and businesses
about alternative travel choices and encouraging their use.
Facilitate and encourage trip- and vehicle-sharing and teleworking.
Implement parking pricing mechanisms that better reflect the cost of providing
infrastructure for personal vehicles.
Prioritize transportation system improvements locally and regionally that support bicycle
and pedestrian modes as viable alternative travel choices.
Encourage bicycle-sharing programs.
Encourage transportation projects that support the growth of housing and employment
within designated urban centers.
Encourage bus, rapid transit, bicycle, pedestrian, and other transportation facilities and
amenities that enhance transit-oriented developments (TOD).
Prioritize transportation system improvements that minimize transportation-related fuel
consumption and air pollutant and greenhouse gas emissions.
Support legislation that would increase fuel economy beyond current Federal Corporate
Average Fuel Economy (CAFÉ) standards, impose fuel economy standards for heavy-duty
vehicles, incentivize purchasing high fuel economy or alternative fuel vehicles, and provide
incentives for accelerated retirement of inefficient and/or high-polluting personal,
commercial and fleet vehicles that are beyond repair.
Support actions or regulations that reduce engine idling.
Explore the potential of select speed limit reductions.

Project-location-related evaluation criteria specific to urban centers (criteria for all projects,
apply points for only one of the following options):

6 pts – Urban centers that are within ¼ mile of a rapid transit station
5 pts – Urban centers currently served by transit with 15-minute headways or less
4 pts – Urban centers currently served by transit with 30-minute headways or less
2 pts – All other urban centers and rapid transit stations
0 pts – Not in or within proximity of an urban center or a rapid transit station

Additional points for projects located within or near and supporting urban centers:
1 pt – Zoning: Urban center where the community has implemented zoning or
development plans that allow a mix of uses with minimum gross densities higher
than the minimum required for urban center designation
1 pt – Parking management: Urban center where the community has adopted
parking management strategies that increase the competitiveness of non-SOV
travel modes
1 pt – Mixed-income housing: urban center where the community has committed to
preserve or develop mixed-income housing.
1 pt – Financial commitment: Urban center where the relevant capital improvement
program, operating budget or equivalent has allocated funding over the next four
years to the construction or implementation of supportive infrastructure, facilities or
programs located within the urban center.

$3.5 million set aside for transit station area and urban center planning
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Revised TIP preparation policies (Adopted July 21, 2010)

Policies related to the goal to increase the share of new housing and employment in urban
centers
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Policies related to the goal to decrease SOV travel

Policies related to the goal to decrease per capita GHG emissions
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Multimodal evaluation criteria for roadway projects. Award up to 15 points (of a possible
35) for the following features included in and newly constructed by the project:

1 point for including minor transit operational features - bus pads
3 points for including major transit operational features - queue jump lanes
2 points for including transit amenities (e.g., bus shelters, benches, multimodal
information kiosks)
4 points for building a new multimodal path, bike lanes, widened curb lanes, or
paved shoulders to accommodate a bike facility on a regional or locally adopted
plan for the entire length of the project
7 points for grade separating an existing bike/ped trail from the road
1 point for providing bike amenities (e.g., bike racks, bike lockers)
2 points for building pedestrian links that connect to adjacent public uses, or to
private uses that are existing, or have already been through the entitlement process,
but haven't been built
1 point for providing pedestrian-oriented street lighting for the entire length of the
project
1 point for providing street trees and/or a landscaped buffer between the roadway
and sidewalk within the street zone for the entire length of the project
2 points for detaching sidewalks to a minimum buffer of 6 feet from the roadway
2 points for widening sidewalks to a minimum width of 8 feet
2 points for incorporating transit priority at project signals
1 point for incorporating bicycle activation at project signals
2 points for providing one or more protected roadway crossings for pedestrians
(e.g., center refuge, bump-outs, flashing lights, raised pedestrian crossing on turn
lanes, etc.).

4 points for adding a new travel lane, or redesignating an existing general-purpose
travel lane, for transit/HOV use (and turns by general-purpose traffic) for a
continuous distance longer than a queue jump lane but not more than 1,800 feet.
$4.7 million set aside (CMAQ) for the Regional Travel Demand Management (TDM)
Program pool (almost 60 percent increase from the current TIP).
Take 2 percent of the first phase roadway capacity (STP-M) funding target off-the-top and
add to the Regional TDM Program pool.
Large TDM projects (over $200,000 federal) can be submitted directly for TIP funding in the
Air Quality Improvement project type category, and recognized transportation management
organizations/agencies (TMO/TMAs) are eligible to submit them with support from the
affected local entities.

Air Quality Improvement (AQI) Projects:
Add a new greenhouse gas emissions reduction evaluation criterion; 0-6 points
based on project reducing up to .4 percent of the regional emissions total for CO2.

Large (over $1,000,000 federal) traffic signal system/coordination projects can be
submitted directly for TIP funding in the Air Quality Improvement project type category if
okayed by several DRCOG groups and committees.
Second Phase Selection Criteria:

Require the calculated GHG reduction for 6 project types be reported.
Require the percentage of multimodal connectivity points received by roadway
operational projects be reported
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